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Abstract A 25.5-MHz split coaxial RFQ with modulated vanes is now being
fabricated. The RFQ, 2.1 m In length and 09 m in diameter, will acceierat* ioni
with a charge-to-mass ratio greater than 1/30 from 1 keV/n up to 45.4 keV/n.
The dosign works on beam dynamic* and cavity fabrication art reported.

INTRODUCTION

The split coaxial RFQ (SCRFQ) programme of INS started in 1984. The RFQ structure

being studied is an SCRFQ equipped with modulaiad vane* which generate a good

electromagnetic field as has bwn virifltd through experience with many four-vane RFQ'a,

We have so far attained a successful acceleration tact of a 50-MHx proton model1, and

are now preparing for experimental study on n 255-MHz prototype, of which the

fabrication is about to be completed. The goal of the prototype SCRFQ ii to establish

a firm structure applicable to a real machine for the Japanese Madron Facility (JHFX

when an 255-MHz SCRFQ will accelerate ions of unstable nuclei up to an energy

acceptable with a drift-tube linac According to a tentative design of the JHF SCRFQ,

the output energy of a 22-m long linac Is 170 keV/n for lorn with a chargt-lo-mass

ratio (q/A) of I/GO.

Th* minimum q/A is, however, chosen to be 1/30 for th* prototype SCRFQ, whose

length ia financially limited at 2 m. The Mason is the linac can attain a higher output

energy of 45.4 keV/n, which will make an acceleration test easier.' (If the 22-m RFQ

for q/A • 1/60 is truncated i t 2 m. the beam energy Is only 9L9 keV/n.) Though the

minimum q/A is doubled, other parameters such n mean bora radius ro and intervane

vo\\tgt i re urn* as those of the real machine: 03i$ cm and 109 kV, nepwiWcty. Henct

the resulting rf characteristics of the prototype cavity will be almost same its those of

the real machine, and the prototype SCRFQ could be converted to a real machine only

by replacing the var.es with the ones for q/A m 1/60 ionL

Soon after the prototype comes to INS. low-power tests shall start. The Issues

are tuning or the nsonant frequency and measurempnl of the Q-value. Then high-power

tests and acceleration tests shall follow.
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BEAM DYNAMICS DESIGN

Tht result of the beam dynamics deaign is summarized in Table L where the protoLype

and th« JHF machine are compared. At (ho beam dynamics design, using the GENRFQ

codt1 {generator of cell-parameters), a special care was taken Tor the longitudinal radius

of curvature Pi at the vane top; the minimum value or this radius sometimes limits

the datign or vanes to be machined by uiing the two-dimensional culling lochniiiuo. as

In our cue. The GENRFQ method i« food for heavy-ion RFQ's (low-current RFQ'sX

bicauie the bunching of a dc beam is accomplished through a .hort distance: the

modulation parameter m and the synchronous phase i, are quickly raised. At an initial

design, the minimum radius p^M was too small at OSS cm. which secured at m - 1.19. • ,

- -5S3", (U/2 (cell length) - 0.926 cm. !n order to increase Pi,™ GENRFQ was modified

so as to increase m more slowly. The resulting p,m* is 1.06 cm, taking place at m - 120.

4, - -4&5'. /M/2 - 1.202 cm. On the other hand, tho bunching section has been len-

gthened by 20 cm. and the transmiasion efficiency has become slightly worse, because

the effectual bunching method of the original CENRFQ has been destroyed.

The PARMTEQ code predicts i n output beam of 45.4 keV/n (By - 0.00984. flp

- 924 kG-cm), with an energy spread of ±3.3* and a full phase spread of 33'. The

calculated 9DX-emillance ia 4.7 T cnv.nrad (0.046 * cnvmrad nornjriized).

TABLE I. Main parameters of the BS-MHs prototype SCRFQ in comparison with those
of the JI1F machine.

Frequency (/)
Charge- lo-miis ratio {q/A)
Kinetic energy (Tm - T^t)
Normalized emittance (cn)
Vane length < «
Number of cells
Kllptlrlck factor (/,<)
Intorvane voltage (Vvv)
Moan bore radius (r0)
Minimum bore radius (amiD)
Margin of boro radius (ami«Aih«'-*)
Maximum modulation (mm**)
Focusing strength (/))
Limiting current (/hnl)
Transmission (0-mA input)

<3-mA input)
(5-m.» input)

JHF
machine

255
Xl /60

I - 1 7 0 2
0.06 It

223
537
12

1093
0346
0618

1.15
I.9S
3.0

ao
91.0
73.8
56.1

proto-
type

255
Z 1/30

1 - 4 5 . 4
0.06 it

2.135
136
U

109J
0316
OKI

1.20
250

ao
as

92C
6! 8
471

MIU

koV/n
envmrad
m

kV
cm
cm

mA
X
X
X
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CAVITY DESIGN

Figure 1 shows tho structure or the 255-MHz prototype SCRFQ. The whole cavity

comprises three modulo cavities. The structure of the multi-modul* cavity ha* own

developed through the construction of the 50-MHz proton modal to that we can rtallw

the following requirements: easy assembling and precise setting of lh» inner electrode, good

mechanical stability, simple module-module connection. For ih t present SCRFQ. th*

structure of the 50-MHz proton model has been improved in somt item* u will be

described below. Tho size of the cavity w u optimiwd by ui ing an •quivaltnt circuit

analysis3 so as to obtain the aimed resonant frequency of 255 MHz. In th« analyia,

the values Tor lumped elements in the circuit were estimated from numerical calculation.

Mechanical Design

The structure of the 50-MHi proton model was improved a s follows: water channels

arc installed Tor high power operation ( - 5 0 kW in peak, 10 - 3W in duty); and the aUm

plates in the proton model have been replaced with item flanges (set Fif. 1). Four sttm

flanges support the inner electrods, consiatinf of vanes and back plats* {diamond-shaped

or triangular plates ii. Fig. 1). The s t tm flanges are connected to each other by four

spacing1 rods. Hencv the Inner firurtur*. to be assembled bsfort installation into tht

cavity cylinder, has become more firm. This loads to easier installation and more precise

vane setting.

Concerning the accuracy of vane setting, the SCRFQ has a problem proper U> its

CROSS SECTION A-B-C-D-E-F

tHomontoi vone
(Vertical Voni

x - x'

U U U - U
FIGURE l. Structure of the 25J-MIU prototype SCRFQ, comprising three module
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structure: each of Lha vanes has a free end. The inner electrode will droop owing to

gravity. The displacement at a free end was estimated from computer calculation to

be ~30 f m for both of the vertical and the horizontal vanes. Tolerating this

displacement, we require an error in the intervene distance to be less than ±75 Jim so

that we could obtain an azimuthal field balance better than ±\%.

Coaling water Hows in the cavity through 12 channels running In parallel. Water

pipw ire soldered along the stems and around the back platoa. The spacing rods are

ustd a l » as water pipes. A flow rate of water greater than 10 l/min per channel will be

necessary to that the temperature difference between an inlet and an outlet might be less

than 1*C under an operation with an average rf power of 9 kW.

Rf A»p*ct

An equivalent circuit analysis3 was used in the optimization of the cavity sizes: tho radius

r e module length tu. and radius rB of the inner electrode, approximated to a cylindrical

pipe for convenience of the analysis. T.a resonant frequency is determined by the

capacitance per module Cg of the inner oltctrode, the tank inductance per module Lj

for th* magnetic flux lurrounding the inner electroda, and stem inductance ptr stem

flange £4 (Mir inductance of a item, tee Fig. 1). These electrical parameters relate to

the geometrical ones:

CE . U * 'M In T§ . U

The geomatrical parameters wtra determined by compromizing the following requirements:

1) reduction of the cavity radius, which the fabrication cost depend strongly on, 2) and

minimization of droop of the vanei caused by gravity. Th* two requirements arc

howpvir, contradictory to each other. To meet the latter requirement, we should increase

tht inner-electrode radius r« («„ the van* height), or decrease th* module length fa.

Either of thea* Itads to reduction of the tank inductance L?, a i a result, the resonant

frequency dota not hold, unless the cavity radius is increased. A module longth of i0

cm and an inner-eloctrode radius of 9.0 cm were chosen after the computer calculation

about tht vans droop. Next, the inner-electrode capacitance was estimated from

SUPERF1SII computation and complimentary calculation.1 Than th* cavity radius was

determined at 90 cm from the aimed resonant frequency. The values of the electrical

and the geometrical parameters are summarized in Table II. comparing two cases, about

which the explanation is given below.

The estimated capacitance and inductance have some ambiguity. Concerning the

capacitance, wo have sn experimental value (th& inner electrode has already bc*n

assembled). Ttio measured vuluo is 454 pF, greater thnn the estimated valuo of -131 pF

DESIGN STUDY OF A 255-MHZ SPUT COAXIAL RFQ

TABLE II. Geometrical parameters of the 255-MHz prototype cavity and rf parameters
for two cases: the semilunar windows of the stem flanges are completely open or closed.

Rosonant frequency
Number of modules
Tank length (3 x lM)
Inner diameter (2 x re)
Radius of inner electrode (re)
Vans thickness
Total capacitance (3 x CE)
Total inductance
Resonant resistance
Unloaded Q-value
Power loss in peak

Closed
windows

Z7.7 MHz
3

210.0 cm
90.0 cm
9.0 cm
3.0 cm
434 pF

763 n i l
142 kl>

10700
43 kW

Open
windows

24.0 MHz

101 nH
US kQ

7600
53 kW

Nou

454 pF ( m i u u n d )
In - 223 nH, U - 2SS nH

Vvv - 110 kV

by 3JX. According to experience with a cold model and th* 50-MHz proton model,

tho tank inductance may have an uncertainty of ±25S. The remedy Tor the amblguious

inductance is regulation in the stem inductance. As shown in Fig. 1, each of th* stem

Danges has two somilunar windows. Wt can decrease the stem' inductance, and hence

increase the resonant frequency, by closing the windows partly or completely; th* i t tm

inductance vanishes when the windows are completely closed. The resonant frequency

is exported to be adjustable in a rang* from 24.0 to 27.7 MHz, aa lilted in Table II.

FABRICATION

The materials of the cavity are as follows: copptr-plsted mild stael for the cavity cylinder

and the end plains, oxygen-fre* copper for th* back platea and the stem riangss,

copper-plated stainless steel for the spacing rods, and chrome-copper alloy for tht vanes.

Three kinds of rf contactor will be used at joints between parts: 1) copper-platsd stainless

tubes (328 mm in diameter) between cavity cylinders. 2) copper strips (1 mm X 26

mm) between a stem flange and a cavity cylider. and 3) shield spirals between a item

flange and a spacing rod. The inner structure has bean assembled, and th* outer

cylinders aro now being plated with copper. The installation of th* inner structure into

tho tank cylinder and the final inspection on vane alignment ar* scheduled for September.

As the ninlhod for the vane-tip machining, two-dimensional cutting was adopted

instead of thrnr-dimensionai cutting with a ball-cn'1 mill, sine* wo can sav* the fabri-

cation cost. Throughout the whole van* length, the transverse radius of the van* lip

is constant at 091fi cm — r^ Two formed cutters with four edges wcro used; one is

for rough cutting, and tho other for final timing. At tho cutter for iho former, tho
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distance from the rotation axis to the vane top is 1.25 cm, and for the latter 1.0 cm,

slightly lass than &,„,„ - 1.06 cm. The cullers were inspected about the shape of their

cutting edges. The inspection was performed by cutting short vane pieces and measuring

cutting error on a three-dimensional inspection machine. According to the inspection

data, the full-scale vane pieces were Get on the cutting machine so that the cutting error

might be minimized. The resulting error at the real vanes measures ±16 pm at

maximum.

STATUS AND OUTLOOK

After low-powor tests on the prototype cavity scheduled for this autumn, high power tests

and acceleration tests will bo conducted. For these tests an rf power supply and a

acceleration test stand are being designed. The rf power supply will have a maximum

output power of !00 kW in peak; the duty factor witl be 10% or higher. Its final spe-

cification will be fixed soon, rts for the test stand, we have a draft version for the high

energy beam transport lina and are now brushing it up. The Una comprises ft doublet of

quadripole magnttt (*- -!,S kG/cm and -0.6 HG/cmX and a bending magnet (69 kG, p

- 1313 cm. 0 - 45°) as a momentum analyzer with a momontum resolution of

±0.16*4. about 1/10 of the full momentum spread of the beam. T.<> transport line will

be equipped with Faraday cups and profile monitors for measurements of transmission

efficiency, transverse emittance. and momentum spread. After ihe completion of the

design for the high~en»rgy beam transport lino, the low-energy one. including a

henvy-ion source producing N? ions, will be designed.
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